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PROXIMITY ON FUNCTION SPACES

By

Fu Pei-Ren

Introduction

It has been 30 years since V. A. Efremovic [1] introduced the concept of

proximity in 1951. A lot of works have been done and the theory is being

perfected. But it is a pity that there is no paper on various proximity on

function space.

In this paper we firstconsider the proximity characterizing the point-wise

convergence on function space. Then we investigate the proximity characteriz-

ing the uniform convergence on a function space and a condition under which

the proximity becomes jointproximally continuous. Last, we study the proximity

characterizing the uniform convergence of the function space on a family of

subsets and its related properties.

1. Proximity of point-wise convergence

For the definitionsand notations used in this section are see to [2]. Let X

be a set,(Y, 3) be a proximity space, and FczYx. Let

A(x)={f(x): f<EA] for each AdF, x£l.

Definition 1.1. The relative proximity X JX＼F with respect to F is called

proximity of point-wise convergence on F, denote by p-proximity on F or Jx ＼F for

short, where X Sx is the product proximity of the family of proximity spaces
x<EX

{(YX)JX): xeX}, and YX=Y, SX=S, for each ig!

By Definition 1.1, we have the following:

Proposition 1.1. Let A, BdF. Then A3x＼FBiff for any finitedecompost

tion of A and B:

A=＼JAU B=＼JBj

there are i and j such that A-(x)J.B,(x)for each xg!

Proposition 1.2. Suppose that the evaluation map ex: F―>Y is defined by
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^x(f)=f(x)(f^F) for each x^X, then proximity JX＼F on F is the coarsestpro-

ximity on F, which makes every evaluation map ex proximally continuous for each

xel in other words. Jx＼F=Sup{e^1(J): igII.

It is known that the topology of a product proximity space is equal to the

product of the topology of each coordinate space, and the product topology is

the topology of point-wise convergence. Besides, the convergence with respect

to the proximity is the convergence with of the topology induced by the same

proximity. Thus we have :

Theorem 1.1. The net {fa: a(ED}Jx＼F-converges to f^F in a proximity

space (F, JX＼F) iff the net {/,(*): ≪£/)} J-converges to f(x)in Y for each igI

It is known that a proximity space (Y, 3) is compact iffthe topological

space (Y, 2V) induced by it is compact. By Tychonoff's Theorem, we have the

followingimmediately.

Theorem 1.2. Let (Y, 3) be a compact proximity space, then (F,
<3X＼F)

is a

compact proximity space iff

(a) f^Yx＼F implies if＼~JxF.

If (Y, S) is separated, then the condition (a) is also a necessary condition

under which (F, JX＼F) is a compact proximity space.

Proof. The fact that (Y, S) is a compact proximity space implies that

(F, 2V) is a compact topological space. By Tychonoff's Theorem (Yx', £Tj)is a

compact topological space. The condition (a) shows that F is a ff^x-closed set

of Yx, and 2"J = £Tjx,thus (F, 2"J|F) is a compact topological space and so is

(F, <3lsX＼F),which means that (F, JX＼F) is a compact proximity space.

If (Y, S) is separated, then (Yx, Sx) is separated, and hence the topology

ffjj is T2. Thus the condition (a) is the necessary condition under which

(F, SX＼F) is a compact space.

The condition under which (Y, S) is a compact space may be weakened.

Theorem 1.3. Let (Y, S) be a proximity space, then the sufficientcondition

under which {F, Sx ＼F) is a compact proximity space is

(a) f<=Yx＼F implies {f}J*F.

(b) F(x) has a compact closurefor each igI in the topology Sj in Y.

Furthermore if (Y, 3) is separated, then (a) and (b) are necessary conditions
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under which (F, JX＼F) is a compact proximity space.

Proof. Suppose that i is a Sx ＼F-compressed filterbase in F. Then ex{i)

is a J-compressed filterbase in Y for each i-gI. By (b), F(x)~(the closure of

the set F(x) in the 1j in Y) is ETj-compact, and hence J-compact. Thus ex{i)

is a J-compressed filterbase in F{x)~,so there is a yeF(x)" such that ex(i) 3-

converges to y denoted by f(x). Thus we get an /e Yx, and j point-wisely

converges to /, and hence g
<5X-converges

to /. By condition (a), /gF, and

hence j Jx|F-converges to /eg, that is (F, JX|F) is a compact proximity space.

For each x^X, since (F,JX＼F) is a compact proximity space, F(x)=ex(F)

is 2Vcompact. Furthermore, since (Y, S) is separated, (Y, ffj) is a T2-space.

Thus F(x) is 2Vclosed, that is F(x)~―F(x)is ff^-compact.

2. Joint proximal continuity

Definition 2.1. Let (X, £p)and (Y, J) be proximity spaces, FcYx, and 31

be a proximity on F. If 31 makes a function P: FxX-+Y, defined by P(f, x)

=f(x), (31X3", J)-proximally continuous, then we call 31 a joint proximally con-

tinuous proximity on F, denoted by J.P. C.-proximity for short. And we denote

the family of all(£P,
<5)-proximally

continuous functions by C(X, Y).

Proposition 2.1. If there is a ]. P. C.-proximity on F, then FdC(X, Y).

Proof. Suppose that m. is a J.P. C.-proximity on F. For each /gF, AdX,

BaX if ASB, then

(fxA)3lx&(fxB) (2.1)

In fact, for any finitedecomposition of (fxA) and (fxB)

n m
fxA=＼JfxAt fxB=VJfxBj

accordingly, we have a finitedecomposition of A, B

n m
A={JAt, B={JBj.

Thus there are i and j such that A^Bj. Furthermore we have

Px(fxAt)={f}, pl{fxB])={f) ,

and hence p1(fxAi)Sip1(fxBj). Note that

P*(fxAi) = Au p2(fxBj) = Bj)

thus pz(f X Ai)&p2(f X Bj). {pi and p2 represent the projections on F and on X

respectively). And by the definition of product proximity (2.1) holds.
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Furthermore we have P(fxA)=f(A),P(fxB)=f(B). With the fact that

the map Pis (3JXIP,
<5)~proximal!y

continuous, it follows that f(A)Jf(B), which

means, / is a (£P,J)-proximally continuous map, f^C{X, Y).

For further discussion of joint proximal continuity, we firstobtain a sufficient

and necessary condition of proximal continuity, then give the concept of the

family of equiproximally continuous functions (The terms and notations used in

the following can be seen in [3]).

Theorem 2.1. Suppose that {X, S) and {Y, S) are proximity spaces, f: X-^>

Y. Then f is (£P,S)-proximally continuous iff for each S-uniform cover
<J=

{Ail f=l, 2, ･■･,n＼ on Y, there is a SB-uniform cover j£={Bji j=l, 2,■■■,m＼

on X such that for each Bjf there is an At satisfying f(Bj)dAi.

Proof. Suppose that cy<? on X and c＼/jon Y stand for totally bounded

uniformities which are compatible with 3? and J, respectively.

Necessity: Suppose that Jl'={A'k: k=l,2, ■■■,1} is a star-refinement S-

i
uniform cover of Jl, then V'=＼J A'kxA'k&cVj. The fact that / is (s>,S)-

k=i

proximally continuous implies that / is {(Vg, ci^-uniformly continuous. Then

there is a £P-uniform cover ^―{Bji j=l, 2, ･･･,m＼ on X. Suppose that /(x0)

^AiQ for a fixed xo^Bj, then (/W,/W)eF' for each x<=Bj. Thus there is

an index k such that (/(x0),f(x))^A'kxA'k, which means f(xo)GAfkoxA'k, and

hence f(x)^.(A'k0)*and ,J'is a star-refienment of c^, and there is an ^gJ such

that (A'k0)*cAt, thus /(BjXzAt.

Sufficiency: Suppose C, Del and C&D. By the hypothesis, for any
<5-uniform

cover Jl={Ai'.i=l, 2, ･･-,n}, on F, thereis a ^-uniform cover B={Bj＼j=l, 2, ■･･,

m} on X and there is an At such that f(Bj)cAi for each 5^. Since C£PD, thereis a

£jsuch that CnB^0 and DnBj^0. Therefore, f{C)nAt^0 and f(D)r＼At±0.

This means f(C)Jf(D), and hence / is a (5＼
<5)-proximally

continuous map.

Definition 2.2. Suppose that (X, 3>)and (Y, J) are proximity spaces, FaYx.

If for each J-uniform cover JL={Ai'. i=l, 2, ･･･,n} on Y, there is a iP-uniform

cover <B={Bji j=l, 2, ■■･,m] on I such that for each f^F, Bj<^$ there is

an Ai^Jl such that/(jB_,-)C^4f,then F is called a family of (£P,J)-equiproximally

continuous functions.

We obtain the following from Theorem 2.1 and Definition 2.2.

Proposition 2.2. // F is a family of (<P,
<3)-equiproximally

continuous func-

tions, then FdC(X, Y).
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3. Uniformly convergent proximity

Let X be a set,(Y, <W) be a uniform space, and FcF. For Fecv, let

W(V)={(f, g)<=FxF: (f(x), g(x)) EV, for each xel)

We have known that the uniformity with {J^(y): Veq/} as a base is

called the uniformity of uniform convergence, denoted by u. c.-uniformity on F.

Definition 3.1. The proximity on F generated by a u.c.-uniformity on F

is called the uniformly convergent proximity, denoted by u.c.-proximity, or is

called u. c.-proximity induced by CV.

Proposition 3.1. Suppose that 3i is a u.c.-proximityon F, AaF and Bd

F, then ASlB ifffor each Fecy, thereare /<eA and g^B such that(/(*),gOO)

e V for each xel

Theorem 3.1. Let Si be a u. c.-proximity on F, then the net {fa: a^D} in

FSi-converges, to f^F iff the net cv-uniformly converges to f on X.

Proof. Suppose GdF and {f＼SLF＼G. Thus there is a Veq; such that

for each g^F＼G there is an xgI such that

(fix), g(x))<£V (3.1)

We choose a symmetric element U^cy such that U°UdV. Since the net

{fa'- a^D) uniformly converges to / on X, there is an ao^D such that

(f(x),fa(x))(=U for each ^≪0, xgI. (3.2)

If {fa'- ct"^a0,u<bD} <RF＼G, then there is an a, a^a0 and a^D, and a

geF＼G, such that

(/≪(*),g(x))eEU for each xeI (3.3)

By (3.2) and (3.3),(f(x), g(x))eiU°UciV for any xel, which contradicts

(3.1), hence {/,: a^a0, a^D) SF＼G. Which means the net {/a:≪eD}5i-

converges to /.

Let G = W(V)[f] for each symmetric element Fg^, then {/}^F＼G. Other-

wise, there must be a g&G such that (/(x), ^(x))e F for each ,tgI, that means

g^W(V)[f2, a desired contradiction.

Since the net {fa: a<^D＼ £R-converges to /, there is an ao^D such that

{fa: a^a0, a<=D}&F＼G.
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Hence faelG for each a^a0, which implies (f(x),/≪(x))eV for each xe.X.

This means {/,: ≪eD} cv-uniformly converges to an / on X.

Theorem 3.2. Let {X, SB) and (Y, 3) be proximity spaces and F be a family

of (£P,S)-equiproximally continuous functions. Then the u. c.-proximity 31 on F

induced by cVj, a totallybounded uniformity and is compatible with S, is J. P. C-

proximity.

Proof. Take arbitrary CdFxX, DcFxX, such that CSLX&D, and a J-

uniform cover J.= {Ai'. i―1, 2, ■■■, n) on Y, we have a J-uniform cover J.'=

{Ail i―1, 2, ■■･,n'} on Y, which is a star-refinement of JL. By equicontinuity

of F, there is a ^-uniform cover <B={Bj: j―1, 2, ■･･,m＼ on I such that for

each /eF, Bj&B, there is an yljejl' such that /(jB^c:^. We take another

^-uniform cover 5' on I, as a star-refinement of <B.

Let F≪={/eF: /(BJ)C>lJ}f

C^CnC^xBj),

Du=.Dn(FwxBJ).

We obtain finitedecompositions of C and D: C―＼jCij,D=＼jDij. There are

(/,;) and {i',j'),such that p^C^Slp^Di,r) and pi(Cij)9p%(Di>r). Hence there

are f^p^Cij) and g^pi(Dff). For each xg! there is an e such that (f(x),

g(x))^AeXA'e, and there is a jBJ0such that p2(Cij)xp2(Di'r)nBjQxB'jQi^0. Also,

p2(Cij)dB'j,p2(Diir)c:B'r, and hence B'jxB'rr＼B>JoxB'JQ^0.

And becaus of f^piiPij), there is an xgBJ such that (/, ^eCy. Similarly

g^pi(Dvr), there is an .x/effy such that (g, x)<^Drr, and hence x, jc'e(I^0)*C

Bj. Thus (/U),/U'))e^x^, (^U)f^U'))ey4ix>lj; and {f(x), g{x))^A'exA'e,

and hence (/(*),^(x/))G(^e)*X(.4e)*. Note that (A^ClAi. Which means both

f{x) and ^(x') belong to At. We have known that (/, x)eC, (^, x')<bD, so

P(C)n^0 and P(D)r＼Ai±0, which implies that P(C)JP(D).

Theorem 3.3. Let {X, <P) be a proximity space, (Y, CV) be a uniform space,

Yx possess u. c.-proximity 31 induced by ^V and Saj be a proximity on Y generated

by c＼7.If a net of (£P,Saj)-proximally continuous maps {fa: a^D) 31-converges

to f in Yx, then f is a (£T,Jcvyproximally continuous map.

Proof. If / is not a (£B,Jcy)-proximallycontinuous map, there is AdX,

BdX, A&B, but f(A)Jcvf(B). Thus thereis a symmetric element V^^V such

that
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(/(*), f(y))$V for each x<eA, y^B (3.4)

Choose a symmetric element f/ecf such that U"U"Uc:V) since the net

{fa: aeO) iR-converges to / there is an ao^D such that

(fix), fa(x)) EU for each a^a0, xel. (3.5)

From the (£P,JV^O-proximal continuity of fa, we know fa(A)Jcvfa(B), imply-

ing there are a^A and b^B such that

(fa(a),fa(b))^U. (3.6)

By (3.5), we obtain

(f(a),fa(a))GU. (3.7)

(f(b), fa(b))^U. (3.8)

By (3.6),(3.7) and (3.8), we have

(/(a),/(≪)et/.£/.£/c7. (3.9)

where ae^4, &ei3, which contradicts (3.4).

Corollary. Under the hypothesis of the theorem, the family C{X, Y) of

all(£P,Jcu)-proximally continuous functions is a ff^-closed set in Yx.

4. Uniformly convergent proximity on a family of subsets

Let I be a set,{Y, cv) be a uniform space, FcYx and JC be a family of

subsets of X closed for finite union, in other words, if K^JC, K2^J<., then

K.KjKo^JC.

Theorem 4.1. Suppose that S is a binary relationon the family of all

subsetsof F. If for each AdF, BczF, ASB ifffor each V^<V, K(=JC, there

are f&A and g^B such that(/(x),g(x))^V for each xEif, then S is a proxi-

mity on F.

Proof. It is obvious that S satisfies (Pl)~{Pi)(cf. [2]). If ASC, and BSC,

then there are I^ecy and K^JC such that for each /e^geC, there is an

x^Kx such that (/(*i), gUi))^ 7, and there are V2gcv and KzgJC such that

for each ^ej?., gGC, there is an *2e/T2 such that (<p(x2),g(x2))$ V2.

Thus there are V=V1nViG<=V and K-K^K^Ji such that there is an

x&Kx＼JK2 satisfying (<p(x),g(x))<£V for each (p^A＼jB, g^C. So it satisfies (P5).

If ^4^5, then there are Veq/ and K^JK, for each f^A,g<EB, there is an

xe/f such that
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(f(x),g(x))$V. (4.1)

Take a symmetric element U^cv, such that U°U(ZV. Let

P={f(EF: thereis a ge.4, (/(*),g(x))(EU for each xe/C},

Q={f<=F: thereis a geB, (/(*),g{x))^U for each xg/Q,

If Pr＼Q^0, then thereis f^PnQ, g^A,g'^B such that (/(*),g(x))e£7

and (/Or),g'(x))<BUfor each xE/f, thus (g(x),g'W)ey for each xeK It is

contrary to (4.1). So P^Q = 0.

In addition,there are U^^V and /TeJC such that there must be an xel

such that (g(x),f(x))GU for each ge=A,fe;F＼P. Hence y^FXP. Similarly,

BSF＼Q. Which means that(P6)is satisfiedand S is a proximity on F.

Definition 4.1. The proximity on F defined by Theorem 4.1 is called the

uniformly convergent proximity on J£induced by <V, denoted by (JC) u.c.-proximity.

In view of Definition 4.1, we obtain the following proposition immediately:

Proposition 4.1. // the (JQ u. c.-proximity on F induced by cv is Sx and

(JC2) u. c.-proximity is S2, then:

(a) // JfiCJ{:2, then £i<cS2,

(b) // there is a KO^JCZ such that KQZ) ＼J K, then SX<S2,

(c) u. c.-proximity is more refined than any other (JO u. c.-proximity,

(d) // JC0 consists of all finite subsets of X, then (JC0) u. c.-proximity is the

coarsest one of all (Jf) u. c.-proximity satisfying ＼J K=X. ((JC0) u. c.-proximity
K<EJi

is called a point-wise convergent u. c.-proximity).

Theorem 4.2. Suppose that the(JC) u.c.-proximityon F induced by cv is

S, then a net {fa: a^D} in F S-converges to /gF iffthe net cV-uniformly

convergesto f on K for each K^JC.

The concept of joint proximally continuous proximity may be generalized to

the family Ji of subsets of X.

Definition 4.2. Let (X, s>) and {Y, S) be proximity spaces, FdYx and Jf

be a family of subsets of X which is closed for finite join operation. If there

is a proximity Si such that P: FxK->Y (P(f, x)=/(x)) is a {§IXS＼K, J)-proxi-

mally continuous map for each K^Ji, then SI is called a joint proximally con-

tinuous proximity on JC on F, denoted by (JC) J.P. C.-proximity for short.
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Theorem 3.2 can be generalized as follows:

Theorem 4.3. Let {X, £P)and {Y, J) be proximity spaces, F be a family of

(iP,S)-equtproximalIy continous functions and Ji be a family of subsets which is

closed for finitejoin operation. Then the (JO u. c.-proximity 31 on F induced by

CVs is a {Ji) J. P. C.-proximity.

The proofs of above two theorems are omitted.
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